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OVERVIEW 

For healthcare providers, managing complex and growing networks of medical devices is a unique 

challenge. Part of the problem is the large variety of device types, vendors, and age of such devices. 

From a cybersecurity perspective, healthcare providers have limited visibility into the devices, limited 

understanding of risks and priority (which devices are critical or high-risk versus which are not). This 

limits their ability to effectively and proactively manage the cyber security risks of medical devices and 

their networks. Asimily’ s Insight solution is a Comprehensive Medical Device Cyber-Risk and Cyber-

Security Management Solution built specifically for healthcare providers to help them overcome these 

limitations, enabling them to manage their medical devices and reduce their medical device risks.  

 

 

Asimily then helps providers implement a complete medical device management program as shown:  

 

 

 



 

 

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS 

Passive – Asimily Insight does not ping or scan the devices. Analyses network and other data 

passively. 

Medical Device Master Record – Insight correlates data from different data sources to provide a central, 

aggregated and correlated view of the devices including their IT, medical and cyber-security parameters. 

Device Relationships – Insight provides a graphical representation on how every device is connected, how 

the data is flowing and how the devices are inter-related  

Patch and Mitigation Prioritization -   Proprietary algorithms inform the healthcare provider which 

devices and within it which vulnerabilities need to be mitigated and which devices and vulnerabilities can 

be de-prioritized. Mitigation could be a patch or could be recommended configuration changes or security 

controls to mitigate the vulnerability without requiring a patch. 

Risk Monitoring - Insight uses a combination of signatures, pre-built models, and unsupervised learning 

to detect a spectrum of attack scenarios for device, security and operational problems while maintaining 

low false positive rates.  

Remediation and Prevention – Insight through integration with network devices can help with network 

segmentation and can block or quarantine devices if any anomalies or security issues are detected. 

Recall monitoring – Insight correlates identified regulatory recalls, advisories and alerts and helps to 

identify impacted devices in the provider’s environment. 

Recommendations – These are based on Asimily’ s healthcare specific research and manufacturer 

published recommendations, where available for the different vulnerabilities.  

Dashboard and Reporting – Data analysis and visualization providing dashboards and different views of 

the devices in their environment. 
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